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Abstract: Tree cover (TC) and biomass carbon stocks (CS) are key parameters for characterizing
vegetation and are indispensable for assessing the role of terrestrial ecosystems in the global climate
system. Land use, through land cover change and land management, affects both parameters. In this
study, we quantify the empirical relationship between TC and CS and demonstrate the impacts of
land use by combining spatially explicit estimates of TC and CS in actual and potential vegetation (i.e.,
in the hypothetical absence of land use) across the global tropics (~23.4◦ N to 23.4◦ S). We find that
land use strongly alters both TC and CS, with stronger effects on CS than on TC across tropical biomes,
especially in tropical moist forests. In comparison to the TC-CS correlation observed in the potential
vegetation (biome-level R based on tropical ecozones = 0.56–0.90), land use strongly increases
this correlation (biome-level R based on tropical ecozones = 0.87–0.94) in the actual vegetation.
Increased correlations are not only the effects of land cover change. We additionally identify land
management impacts in closed forests, which cause CS reductions. Our large-scale assessment of the
TC-CS relationship can inform upcoming remote sensing efforts to map ecosystem structure in high
spatio-temporal detail and highlights the need for an explicit focus on land management impacts in
the tropics.
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1. Introduction
Terrestrial vegetation plays a pivotal role in the global carbon cycle by absorbing,
sequestering and releasing vast amounts of carbon each year [1,2]. The modification of
naturally-occurring vegetation through land use is now a major driver of global change [3].
Tree cover (TC) and biomass carbon stocks (CS) are key parameters for characterizing
vegetation. Intuitively, TC and CS are spatially correlated. The relationship between these
two parameters can be considered as a function of environmental conditions and stand
age: an initial linear relationship as a tree-bearing stand grows, followed by a saturation of
TC while biomass accumulation continues over time, such that a given stand with high TC
can be associated with a range of biomass stocks [4–7]. Therefore, we hypothesize that in
closed forests, the correlation between TC and CS is poor, while in open forests and other
wooded lands, the correlation is stronger.
However, land use, both through land cover change (for example, through deforestation) and land management (i.e., the modification of ecosystem parameters without
changing the land cover type, such as through forestry or livestock grazing in natural grasslands [8]), impacts both TC and CS to varying degrees, and consequently, may influence
the TC-CS relationship [9,10].
Here, we systematically explore the TC-CS relationship in the global tropics and
identify the impacts of land use on this relationship. Such an understanding is important
for two reasons.
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First, upcoming remote sensing-based missions like BIOMASS [11,12], GEDI [13] and
NISAR [14] are expected to map TC and CS and their changes over time in unprecedented
spatio-temporal detail. However, because of the very nature of remote sensing, the anticipated datasets will capture the combined effects of land use and natural drivers on these
parameters. Attribution of identified changes to respective drivers is not straightforward
and requires additional information from plot-level studies as well as regional insights.
Highly aggregated analyses that isolate and quantify the role of land use on both TC and
CS could help in the robust interpretation of the considerable amount of data that these
missions will generate.
Second, existing studies often utilize TC information as a surrogate to conclude on
CS dynamics when evaluating contemporary carbon fluxes from land use change and
their interrelation with the provision of biomass products [15]. Studies either assume a
consistent and homogeneous relationship between TC and CS based on average stocking
densities [16–18] or explore forest area changes (closely related to TC, but not identical [19])
as surrogates for assessing the carbon emissions from biomass consumption [20,21]. An
empirical assessment of the TC-CS relationship can inform these studies and increase the
reliability of such assessments.
Improving the understanding of land use impacts on TC and CS is particularly important in the tropics. The pivotal role of the tropical region in the global carbon cycle is
well-known: tropical forests store almost two-thirds of the total biomass of all terrestrial
biomes [22] and are currently undergoing unprecedented rates of land use changes [9].
While in temperate and boreal regions, data on CS can usually be derived from statistical
data, for example, from forest inventories, and uncertainties can be narrowed by triangulating spatial information from remote sensing, census statistics and ground-based inventories [23,24], this is not currently possible for large parts of the tropics [25]. In these regions,
large data gaps prevail and the paucity of ground-truthed information [6,26,27] represents
a formidable scientific challenge. Ensuing, in the tropics easily accessible datasets, such as
remotely-sensed TC information from land use/land cover assessments, will continue to
play a key role for quantifying land use-induced carbon fluxes or restoration potentials.
In this study, we quantify the empirical relationship between TC and CS and isolate
the impacts of land use (through land cover change and land management) by comparing
the actually-observed vegetation, which is co-determined by existing land use and the
natural environment, with the ‘potential vegetation’, i.e., the vegetation that would prevail
in the absence of land use but under current climatic conditions. The construct of the
potential vegetation originates back to vegetation-ecological principles formulated in the
1950s [26]. A similar potential-actual comparison approach has previously proven useful to
determine the impacts of land use on ecosystem production [27] and biomass turnover [28]
at the global scale. Only recently, data for the potential as well as actual vegetation, related
to carbon stocks [10] as well as tree cover [18,29,30] have become available, enabling for
the first time such an approach for analyzing the TC-CS relationship at large spatial scales.
We aim to answer the following questions:
(1)
(2)
(3)

What is the impact of land use on TC and CS in the tropics? Is the impact similar, or
different, for TC and CS?
How are TC and CS spatially correlated in the potential and actual vegetation?
How does land use affect the correlation between actual TC and CS in different
tropical biomes?

To answer these questions, we compiled information from existing pantropical spatiallyexplicit datasets for the year 2000. More recent data for TC as well as CS have become
available in the recent past at the regional [31,32] as well as at the global level [33]. However, the year 2000 represents a point in time for which the full coverage required for
a potential-actual vegetation comparison is available. This enables us to systematically
explore the spatial variation of the TC-CS relationship in the tropics and the impacts of
land use, even though our analysis remains limited to the reference year 2000. We discuss
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our findings in the context of upcoming high-resolution ecosystem monitoring missions as
well as existing efforts to map tropical ecosystem structure and carbon fluxes.
2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Input Maps and Uncertainty Analysis
We compiled four sets of maps for this study: one potential and two actual tree
cover (TC) maps as well as five potential and five actual biomass carbon stocks (CS)
maps, including both aboveground and belowground biomass. All maps refer to the year
2000, cover the tropical extent (~23.4◦ N to 23.4◦ S) and were scaled to a common spatial
resolution of 5 arc minutes where required. Our analysis is not restricted to forests but
encompasses all terrestrial ecosystems in the tropics. Thus, our results are independent
from forest area classifications [34] and refer to the complete pantropical region.
For potential TC, we used the only available source [18], a recent machine learningbased map developed by using reference forest cover plots to extrapolate potential TC
under similar environmental conditions globally. This global map was originally available
at a resolution of 30 arc seconds (approx. 1 km) and was scaled to the spatial resolution
of 5 arc minutes using bilinear interpolation to enable comparison with the CS datasets
(see below).
The input datasets for the actual TC were the global wall-to-wall datasets derived
from land use/land cover assessments using Landsat imageries [29] and using harmonized
multiple satellite sensors [30]. These datasets of global actual TC extents are available at
30 m and 0.05◦ (approximately 5 km at the equator) spatial resolution, respectively. These
maps were scaled to the spatial resolution of 5 arc minutes using bilinear interpolation.
The following five potential CS maps from previous literature were used. Three
estimates were taken from a study on land use impacts on global ecosystems (potential CS
maps 1, 2 and 5 from [10]). These maps were constructed by allocating typical CS densities
from the literature [35] or from remote sensing assessments [36,37] to ecozones resulting
from the intersection of three biome maps [38–40]. This spatial resolution is used in the
analysis of the potential and actual TC-CS relationship (see Section 2.2). Thus, while the
three potential CS maps are available at a spatial resolution of 5 arc minutes, the spatial
resolution adequate for the analysis of the TC-CS relationship are the ecozones delineated
by the intersect of these three biome maps.
For the first two potential CS maps, data on potential landscape-level CS densities
from the IPCC [35] were assigned to each ecozone separately for each world region. These
two potential CS maps were consistently matched with actual CS maps from the FAO [41]
or from a study on global forest carbon fluxes [42], respectively, assuming potential CS to
be always identical or larger than actual CS.
The third map considered the ecozones delineated by the intersection of the three
biome maps as a starting point and used information from two remote sensing assessments [36,37] to define potential CS values for each ecozone. This potential CS map
assumed that remnants of potential vegetation still exist in each ecozone and considered
the 95th percentile of the actual CS values in that ecozone from these two remote sensing
assessments as the potential CS for that ecozone (for more details see [10]).
Two further independent potential CS maps were used: a vegetation-accounting
based map developed from landscape-level averages [43] available at a spatial resolution
of 5 arc minutes and a vegetation-model based assessment available at a spatial resolution
of 0.5◦ [44]. The latter map was resampled to match the common 5-min spatial resolution.
Five actual CS datasets were used for the study. Four of them were based on [10]
and available at 5-min spatial resolution: two building upon existing remote sensing
datasets of CS based on land use/land cover assessments [36,37] and two based on forest
inventories [41,42] downscaled from the national level to the grid with information on tree
height [45]. The fifth actual CS map was taken from the literature [46]. A description of
input datasets is also provided in Tables S1 and S2.
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In case of actual CS and potential CS, for which multiple datasets were available, we
calculated the pixel-based median, thus developing ‘median maps’. Such a ‘median-map’
was also calculated for actual TC, but since in this case only two datasets were available,
the pixel-based median is equal to the mean in this case. Only one map of potential TC
was available and was considered as it is.
As a measure of uncertainty for actual TC, actual CS and potential CS, we calculated
the coefficient of variation of the resulting maps.
For the potential TC dataset, where only one input map was available, we compared
potential TC with actual TC in well-defined ‘wilderness’ areas devoid of land use to detect
biases that would affect our findings and interpretations. By definition, in wilderness areas,
actual TC corresponds with potential TC [10]. To delineate wilderness areas, we used the
intact forests map [47] and a recent human footprint map [48]. We considered as wilderness
all individual pixels that were both designated as ‘intact’ and with a human footprint score
of zero (implying absence of any human activity). We compared the potential TC and
actual TC datasets in wilderness areas at the biome level.
2.2. Spatial Analysis of the TC-CS Relationship
We investigated TC and CS in the potential and actual vegetation in 8 tropical biomes—
Moist Forests, Dry Forests, Grasslands and Savannas, Montane Grasslands and Shrublands,
Flooded Grasslands and Savannas, Deserts, Mangroves, and Coniferous Forests [40].
To isolate land use impacts, we compared potential and actual TC and CS in absolute
terms and quantified the ratio of CS and TC (hereafter, the CS/TC Ratio) in their respective
potential (hereafter, the Potential CS/TC Ratio) and actual (hereafter, the Actual CS/TC Ratio)
vegetation states. We then investigated the extent to which the CS/TC Ratio differed between
potential and actual vegetation in each tropical biome. We calculated the ratio of the Actual
CS/TC Ratio and the Potential CS/TC Ratio, and called it the CS/TC Ratio of Ratios to identify
which parameter, CS or TC, was affected more by land use in these tropical biomes.
Further, we calculated Pearson correlations between TC and CS at the tropical biome
level based on the smallest common spatial unit with unique TC and CS values within each
biome across all maps. In our case, the smallest common spatial unit for comparing the
TC-CS correlations in the potential and actual vegetation were the ecozones resulting from
the intersection of the three biome maps described earlier [38–40], which was used in the
potential CS datasets in [10] to assign landscape-level CS densities. We excluded ecozones
where the number of individual pixels covered by the intersection at the 5-min spatial
resolution was less than 10 (n < 10) and selected 494 tropical ecozones for further analysis.
To investigate the impacts of land management on CS in dense tree-bearing regions,
we calculated the potential and actual CS densities only for individual pixels where the
actual TC > 90%.
3. Results
3.1. Spatial Variation in TC and CS
TC and CS display distinct geographic patterns in both potential and actual vegetation
(Figure 1). TC and CS latitudinal profiles are characterized by troughs in Dry Forests
and Grasslands and peaks in Moist Forests across Amazonia, Central Africa and SouthEast Asia.
CS in the potential vegetation is 102 MgC/ha on average and 57.2 MgC/ha in the
actual vegetation (43.9% lower). Highest latitudinal averages of CS are 183.9 MgC/ha in
the potential vegetation and 133.1 MgC/ha in the actual vegetation. Lowest latitudinal
averages of CS are 47.8 MgC/ha in the potential vegetation and 13.0 MgC/ha in the actual
vegetation (Figure 1a,d).
TC on average over the tropics is 41.3% in the potential and 32.3% in the actual
vegetation (a reduction by 21.7%). In the Grasslands and Savannas biome, TC is on average
28.2% in the potential vegetation and 16.3% in the actual vegetation. Moist Forests show
average TC values of 75.4% in the potential and 68.3% in the actual vegetation (Figure 1b,e).
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show distinct spatial patterns across the tropics. We find that in the potential vegetation,
the CS/TC Ratio is relatively similar across large regions of equatorial Africa and Asia
while it remains relatively lower in South America (Figure 1c). In comparison, the CS/TC
Ratio in the actual vegetation is highest in Grasslands, while comparably lower values are
found in Moist Forests (Figure 1f). In particular, we find that Moist Forests across5 the
of 15
tropics show strongly altered patterns in the actual vegetation in comparison to the potential vegetation.
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strongly altered patterns in the actual vegetation in comparison to the potential vegetation.
We find a stronger land use-induced effect on CS than on TC in 67% of the global
tropics (CS/TC Ratio of Ratios < 1). This effect dominates the Moist Forests biome. In
Dry Forests and Grasslands, we observe a dominance of areas where TC is more strongly
affected than TC (CS/TC Ratio of Ratios > 1), balancing the overall relative impacts of land
use on TC and CS (Figure 2a,b). However, uncertainties in the regions with higher impacts
on TC than on CS are particularly large (Figure S1).
The aggregate effects at the biome level are in line with this finding: the impact of
land use on CS is pronounced in all biomes (a decrease in more than 35% for all biomes
except Deserts), while the impact on TC shows a large variation. In the Moist Forest biome,
we find that CS show a reduction of 70 MgC/ha, while TC is not reduced (Figure 2c). In the
Coniferous Forests and Mangroves biomes, land use-induced differences in CS between
the potential and actual vegetation are even larger (the differences in median between
potential CS and actual CS of 80 and 127 MgC/ha, respectively).
The impacts of land use on TC are particularly pronounced in the Grasslands biome.
In this biome, we observe a reduction of more than 65% on average. In contrast to CS,
the inner quartiles of both potential and actual TC for several biomes largely overlap.
Thus, a clear separation of land use-induced impacts on TC remains harder to interpret in
this biome.
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Thus, in Figure 3 we show a comparison of the potential TC with actual TC on areas devoid of land use, i.e., wilderness areas. We find broad agreement between the potential
and actual TC datasets in these regions (see insert in Figure 3 for regions identified as
wilderness areas). The biome-averaged potential TC of humid biomes, such as Moist Forests and Flooded Grasslands, falls well within the range of the actual TC maps and is close
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to their means (difference between means < 2.5%). In Dry Forests and Grasslands, we find
that the mean of the potential TC is higher than the means of the respective actual TC
maps. In these biomes, the standard deviation of the potential TC map is smaller than for
the actual TC maps and falls within their distributions. This can be interpreted as a slight
7 of 15
bias of the potential TC map towards the higher end and indicates that land use-induced
differences in TC may be lower than observed in these biomes.
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The overall pantropical effect is dominated by the Moist Forest biome, where land
use affects CS much more strongly than TC (Figure 2b,c). Our finding is in line with
recent evidence which has found widespread impacts of forest degradation over the last
3 decades [50]. Forest degradation, in the form of selective harvesting of individual trees
to spur shifts towards shorter-statured and younger stands [51], and other smaller-scale
disturbances in tree canopies are likely to result in disproportionate impacts on CS as
compared to TC.
The observed higher land use-induced impacts on CS can also potentially be explained
by forest recovery and regrowth. In such regions, crown closure is reached relatively soon
after (natural or human) disturbance [50], while biomass carbon accumulation is relatively
slower. A quick recovery from disturbance of the understory and short-statured trees (with
low tree heights, and thus exhibiting a comparatively lower recovery of CS identified from
space [45]) in tropical forests has already been described in the literature [52,53]. Based on
our findings, deducing land use impacts from TC information in these biomes would likely
underestimate the impact of land use on biomass stocks.
In the Grasslands biome however, we find some indications of a higher land useinduced impact on TC than on CS (Figure 2b,c). In these sparse tree-bearing regions,
natural and anthropogenic disturbances disproportionately impact TC. An explanation
could be, potentially, that vegetation units with low biomass carbon but high tree cover, are
affected at disproportionally high rates, or conversely, that land management has resulted
in increased CS in these regions. It cannot be ruled out, however, that our finding is, at
least partly, an artifact of the input data and individual pixel-level variabilities.
We find large pixel-level uncertainties in actual TC in some sparse tree-bearing biomes
(Figure S1). Spatial products are known to underestimate actual TC extents in dry biomes
because of environmental and phylogenetic variabilities as well as satellite-based sensor
capabilities [6,54–56]. Indeed, analyses conducted at very high spatial resolutions have identified a higher extent of tree-covered areas in dry biomes than previously known [56,57].
On the other hand, we find a potential over-estimation of potential TC in the Dry
Forests and Grasslands biomes, which would undercut the land use-induced increase in
the CS/TC Ratio observed in these biomes (Figure 3). Such an overestimate of the potential
tree-bearing capacities in these biomes has also been suggested previously [49]. Thus, our
finding of stronger impacts of land use on TC than on CS in these biomes can partly be
explained by a bias in the potential TC dataset. Future research aimed at improving TC
and CS datasets for arid ecosystems, as well as the mechanistic understanding of land use
impacts on ecosystem properties, is warranted in this context [58,59].
We find a stronger correlation between TC and CS in the actual vegetation in comparison to the potential vegetation for all tropical biomes (Figure 4). This increased correlation
in the actual vegetation can be driven by land use-induced changes in land cover. Such land
conversions eliminate both TC and CS. At large spatial scales, this results in the emergence
of a stronger linear correlation between TC and CS, particularly in regions with high TC.
The fact that in the case of Grasslands the increase in correlation in the actual vegetation is relatively modest (Figure 4c) corroborates this hypothesis. Indeed, in sparse
tree-bearing areas already undisturbed stands show relatively high correlations between
TC and CS, which is then further impacted by land use.
The systematic decrease in actual CS compared to potential CS in all biomes, even at
similar TC densities, also reflect the impacts of land management. Management of forests
and grazing lands has been previously described as a key covariate for CS losses [10]. If
land management-induced changes in CS occur without proportional reductions in TC, in
line with what we observe, the wide range of CS values at a narrow range of TC extents
would be narrowed, inducing an increase in the correlation between CS and TC in the
actual vegetation.
Indeed, we find CS densities in actual vegetation are lower than in potential vegetation
even in pixels with dense tree cover (>90%) (Figure 5). This implies that land management
also plays an important role in the improved correlation observed between TC and CS in
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Our findings relate to the year 2000 for the actual vegetation. However, because
the difference in observed correlations between TC and CS in the potential and actual
vegetation is large, we conclude that our findings are not an artifact of the choice of year
considered for the actual vegetation. Future research with recent datasets on actual TC and
CS can reveal how current land use trajectories have impacted the observed correlations
in the 21st century and whether observed differences are growing or levelling off, thus
yielding deeper insights into the underlying mechanisms of this phenomenon.
Our results are particularly relevant for upcoming ecosystem monitoring missions like
BIOMASS [11,12], GEDI [13] and NISAR [14]. These missions are expected to revolutionize
the analysis of ecosystem structure and function by undertaking repeated CS measurements
at a very high spatial resolution, dramatically reducing critical knowledge gaps related to
the spatial variation in carbon fluxes [63]. However, satellite-based data collection can only
yield snapshots of current surface properties that are, in many cases, a mosaic of many
ecosystems as well as the combined effects of land use and natural drivers. Our results
suggest that next to differences in site conditions [64] influencing parameters such as stem
mortality rates [65], information on land use and its impact on the TC-CS relationship are
important to consider. While high-resolution sensors can depict the impact of land cover
changes on these two parameters, remote sensing-based assessments of land management
impacts are much less straightforward [8,66]. Improving the representation of management
impacts requires auxiliary information to be gathered at the site level. Key parameters are,
for example, the distinction between natural and plantation systems, a clear representation
of forest management regimes or practices such as shifting cultivation [67], selective
logging [68] and livestock grazing [69]. In addition, the missions may encounter challenges
in characterizing the diversity of CS values even for similar TC profiles. Here, our findings
on the differential impacts of land management on CS estimates in closed forests remain
particularly relevant to calibrate upcoming remote sensing assessments [6].
Lastly, some tropical countries are said to have undergone a ‘forest transition’ recently,
marked by net reforestation after years of net deforestation [70,71]. In identifying these
transitions, questions around the ecological quality of regrowing forests, in terms of
changes in CS and biodiversity richness as well as other characteristics of forest change (for
example, the role of secondary succession [72]) are often not adequately represented [73–75].
While we find a strong TC-CS relationship in the actual vegetation in the tropics, our
analysis cannot distinguish between natural forests and plantations. Such a qualitative
understanding of land cover is key to characterize ecosystem structure, as our findings
of land management impacts in dense tree-bearing areas suggest. Future research should
account for the complexities in the relationship between land use, tree cover and target
ecological parameters, which would enable a more comprehensive understanding of
ecosystem recovery and restoration [76].
5. Conclusions
Using evidence from existing data products, our analysis extends the investigation of
the TC-CS relationship to the global tropics. Our findings provide empirical evidence of
the landscape-level TC-CS relationship across tropical biomes and describe the impacts of
land use on the relationship. We show that land use affects CS and TC differently. While
robust evidence indicates that, in humid biomes, CS are affected more strongly than TC,
the opposite is found for Grasslands, albeit with much larger uncertainties. We show that
land cover change and land management collectively improve the correlation between
TC and CS, which ranges from 0.56 to 0.90 in the potential and 0.87 to 0.94 in the actual
vegetation for tropical ecozones. We conclude that a sole observational focus on TC is not
sufficient to infer information on carbon stocks and fluxes, and that land use information,
especially on the diversity of land management practices that currently exist in the tropics,
remains fundamental to characterize the state of, and changes in, tropical ecosystems.
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